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Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-1     Log #CP1  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Investigator Professional Qualifications,

1) Update any extracted material by preparing separate proposals to
do so, and 2) review and update references to other organizations documents, by preparing proposal(s) as required.

To conform to the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-2     Log #CP2  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Investigator Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
This standard shall identify the professional level of job performance requirements for fire investigators.

This standard identifies the minimum job performance requirements (JPRs) for fire investigators.
Reflects TCC consideration for pro-qual project consistency, refer to June 2011 meeting.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-3     Log #CP3  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Investigator Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
The purpose of this standard shall be to specify the minimum job performance requirements for service

serving as a fire investigator in both the private and public sectors.
Grammatical change.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

LACY, H.:  Revise sentence to read "The purpose of this standard shall be to specify the minimum job performance
requirements for a fire investigator in both the private and public sectors."  The words "serving as" are extraneous.

1Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-4     Log #10  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael Grubowski, HSA Engineers & Scientists

Revise text to read as follows:
The fire investigator shall have a high school diploma or equivalent
The fire investigator shall have as a minimum a Bachelors degree from an accredited college or university.

None given.

Submitter submitted no substantiation.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-5     Log #4  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lancelot E. Furber, Donan Engineering Co., Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
The authority having jurisdiction shall conduct a thorough background and character investigation prior to accepting an

individual as a candidate for employment and/or certification as a fire investigator.
Not all fire investigators, working for AHJ have a certification in fire investigation. The duties of fire

investigations were added to their job descriptions as fire inspectors and a certification is not required, in fire
investigation, by the AHJ. It is equally important that all fire investigators, certified or not, go through a thorough
background and character investigation. (Example: Scottsdale, AZ)

This proposal falls outside the scope of the  document. This document is for individual's
consideration. The recommendation infers employment considerations which is not covered in this document.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

2Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-6     Log #16  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James Christiansen, Columbia River Fire and Rescue

Revise text to read as follows:
The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and code

requirements by attending workshops, seminars, (webinars and webcasts), and/or through professional publications and
journals.

Because of the advancement of technology in our society, training and education is also being
delivered through the internet.  A popular program available to fire investigators in an internet environment is the
CFItrainer.net program.  Adding the words webinars and webcasts in the proposed text will introduce internet verbiage
for the reader/student resulting in an increase awareness of the availability of training and education.

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as indicated.  Add a
definition of Fire Investigation Technology to Chapter 3.

The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and
code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

The committee believes that internet and web-based training are already included in 1033- (Log
#CP5), 1.3.7. Additionally, clarification on existing material within that section was also edited and modified. See
Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

3Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-7     Log #CP5  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Investigator Professional Qualifications,

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as
indicated.  Add a definition of Fire Investigation Technology to Chapter 3.

The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and
code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

Applied technology subjects related to and used in fire investigation including,
but not limited to, specialized knowledge and skills in: documentation of the investigation; scene and evidence
processing; and failure analysis and analytical tools.

The committee believes that these changes, deletions and additions to the current text make the
concept of the fire investigator’s basic minimum and up-to-date requisite knowledge base beyond a high school level
more comprehensive, clear, succinct, and easier to understand.  These listed topics are intended to form a supportive
knowledge base for the application of the JPRs in Chapter 4.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

4Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-8     Log #5  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lancelot E. Furber, Donan Engineering Co., Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date tested basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
It is important for all fire investigators to comprehend the topics as stated in NFPA 1033 Section 1.3.8.

We can be assured that the fire investigator has understood the subject matter and has a basic knowledge of the topic,
beyond the high school level, if testing is a required part of this continuing educational process.

The committee does not agree that an investigator needs to have knowledge tested in order to
meet the requirements of 1.3.8.  It is the duty of the authority having jurisdiction to establish the methods to determine
an investigator’s competency of any particular subject.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-9     Log #13  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel P. Heenan, US Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives

Revise text to read as follows:
(4) Thermometry Understanding Various Temperature Scales

The word "thermometry" is not a commonly used word and can have the tendency to confuse the
readers of the standard. Using commonsensical wording such as  "Understanding various temperature scales" will
potentially make the standard easier to understand for the end-user, that being the fire investigator.

The committee believes that the term “Thermometry,” as defined in the Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, 11th edition, “the measurement of temperature,” is broader than merely “understanding various
temperature scales,” but also infers the science, methodology, technology, instrumentalities, and practice of temperature
measurement.

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I believe that the standard should be written so that the basic fire investigator would understand the
terminology used throughout the document.  The word "thermometry" is not a commonly used word and can be used to
create confusion.  By using common phraseology, I believe that the standard would be more effective in assisting fire
investigators to understand what the basic requirements are.

5Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-10     Log #14  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel P. Heenan, US Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date knowledge of the following topics, reflected

through continuing education beyond the high school level: at a post secondary level:
Common definitions and interpretations of "post secondary education" generally refer to college level

courses. By deleting "at a post secondary lever and adding "reflected through continuing education", I believe that it will
better explain to the fire investigator that he/she needs to continue learning but will remove the concept that the learning
must be at a college course level. Continuing Education is a common phrase used by many in the public and private
sector and will more readily explain to the fire investigator what
he/she needs to accomplish.

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as indicated.
The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and

code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

While the committee agrees with the proposal, clarification on existing material within that
section was also edited and modified. See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

6Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-11     Log #18  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael P. McGreal, Firedyne Engineering, PC

Add new text as follows:
1.3.8(14) Fire protection systems

The investigator must have and maintain an up-to-date basic knowledge of fire protection systems.
This code change will parallel the new material on fire protection systems being added to the 2014 edition of NFPA 921.

While it is not required by the technical committee to have a Statement, they wish to include:
See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-12     Log #20  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kenneth S. Finley, Texas Farm Bureau

Add new text to read as follows:
(14) Critical thinking, logic and methods of reasoning.

NFPA 921 strongly advocates the use of the scientific method in fire investigations. A thorough
understanding of data analysis, essential elements, proper construction and testing of hypotheses and methods of
reasoning are required in the proper application of the scientific method.

The Committee believes that the concepts of critical thinking, logic and methods of reasoning is
sufficiently and adequately covered by the topic of Fire Investigation Methodology as cited in 1.3.8 and chapter 4 of
NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, referenced in A.1.3.8. See Committee Action in Committee
Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

7Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-13     Log #21  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
M. Dixon Robin, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives

Revise text to avoid redundant topic listings:
1.3.8 The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

The problem with the list of required basic knowledge in this section is the redundancy among the
listed topics. the list of required knowledge would be simpler should it eliminate some of this redundancy. Fire science is
defined, per NFPA 921 (2011 edition), as "The body of knowledge concerning the study of fire and related subjects
(such as combustion, flame, products of combustion , heat release, heat transfer, fire and explosion chemistry, fire and
explosion dynamics, thermodynamics, kinetics, fluid mechanics, fire safety) and their interaction with people, structures,
and the environment. Because NFPA 921 and NFPA 1033 are, by necessity, closely related, the documents should
support one another and use the same terminology.  "Fire science," the first subject under 1.3.8, actually incorporates
the next five subjects -- 2) Fire chemistry, 3) Thermodynamics, 4) Thermometry, 5) Fire dynamics, and 6) Explosion
dynamics -- according to the NFPA 921 definition. This makes the next five subjects redundant and they should
therefore be eliminated from this listing.

The committee does not believe that fire chemistry, thermodynamics, thermometry, fire
dynamics, and explosion dynamics are redundant with the NFPA 921 definition of fire science.  The listing of those
topics in the NFPA Preferred Definition of “fire science” are merely there as examples of the phrase “related topics” and
not intended to be solely definitive components of “The body of knowledge concerning the study of fire…”   See
Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5)..

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I agree with the submitter that subsections 2-6 within 1.3.8 are inclusive within subsection 1 and each
are a part of "Fire Science".  The submitters submission would also ensure that 1033 and 921 are more in compliance
with each other.

8Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-14     Log #22  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
M. Dixon Robin, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives

Revise text to add knowledge requirement of Evidence collection and analysis:
1.3.8 The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Evidence collection and analysis

The problem with the list of required basic knowledge in this section is that it does not adequately
require training in evidence collection and analysis, a critical part of any fire scene investigation. In NFPA 921 Section
16.1 (2011 edition), it states, "During the course of any fire investigation, the fire investigator is likely to be responsible
for locating, collecting, identifying, storing, examining and arranging for testing of physical evidence. The fire investigator
should be thoroughly familiar with the recommended and accepted methods of processing such physical evidence." The
fact that NFPA 921 devotes a whole chapter to Physical Evidence should underscore its importance to the fire
investigator. A typical high school education does not address fire scene evidence collection and analysis.

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as indicated.  Add a
definition of Fire Investigation Technology to Chapter 3.

The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and
code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation

9Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

The analysis of evidence once collected may not be a function of a fire investigator.
Additionally, clarification on existing material within that section was also edited and modified. See Committee Action in
Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

10Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-15     Log #23  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
M. Dixon Robin, U.S. Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives

Revise text to add knowledge of Electricity and Electrical systems as they relate to fire:
1.3.8 The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Electricity and electrical systems as they relate to fire

The problem with the list of required basic knowledge in this section is that it does not adequately
require training in electricity and electrical systems and their relationship with fire, a critical part of any fire scene
investigation. Fire investigators are required to consider much data when they examine a fire scene or information
related to a fire scene investigation. It is critical that fire investigators understood and have knowledge of electrical
systems and the competency of electricity as an ignition source before they even begin a fire investigation. This
knowledge is even more essential when examining evidence at or collected from a fire scene. Furthermore, this
knowledge is important when formulating and testing hypotheses about the fire's origin and cause.

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as indicated.  Add a
definition of Fire Investigation Technology to Chapter 3.

The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and
code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation

11Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

The committee removed the phrase “as they relate to fire.”  All of the text in NFPA 1033 relates
to fire and fire investigation.
Additionally, clarification on existing material within that section was also edited and modified. See Committee Action in
Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-16     Log #24  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven J. Avato, Falls Church, VA

Revise text to read as follows:
1.3.8* The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum and up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post secondary education level:
(1) Fire science  (2) Fire chemistry (3) Thermodynamics (4) Thermometry (5) Fire dynamics (6) Explosion dynamics (7)

Computer fire modeling (8) Fire investigation (9) Fire analysis (10) Fire investigation methodology (11) Fire investigation
technology (12) Hazardous materials (13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

The phrase has little or no use unless a list of topics or curriculum that meets the "beyond the high
school level at a post secondary education level" is further defined. It may be confusing and misleading. While the
removal of this phrase does not provide more specific detail as to what level of knowledge should be the minimum. It
may avoid additional, confusing wording. It should suffice to say that fire investigators need and "up-to-date basic
knowledge" of listed topics until a more specific list can be developed (possibly in future editions of the document).

The committee is not clear what the submitter is proposing. The text that the submitter
proposes contains no revision.  It is exactly the same as the current text.  However, the submitter is directed to see the
committee action in 1033- (Log #CP5) for changes that are proposed to the sentence in question.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I had spoken to the submitter and been informed that the submission was planned as a "strike through"
versus an underlining.  This information was provided to the committee. I agree with the committee that the submission
as submitted doesn't change the document.

12Printed on  4/11/2012



Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1033
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-17     Log #25  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven J. Avato, Falls Church, VA

Revise text to read as follows:
1.3.8* The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post secondary education level:
(1) Fire science (to include a basic knowledge of the following sub-disciplines:
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Fire dynamics
(5) Fire dynamics
(4) Thermometry
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) (2) Computer fire modeling
(8) (3) Fire investigation
(9) (4) Fire analysis
(10) (5) Fire investigation methodology
(11) (6) Fire investigation technology
(12) (7) Hazardous materials
(13) (8) Failure analysis and analytical tools

A number of the topics included in this list seem to be included in the general heading of "Fire
Science." Perhaps it would be more effective to list the more specific studies under the general heading "Fire Science."
(The removal of the "beyond the high school...")

The committee does not concur that the proposed changes reflect that the topics,
thermodynamics, fire dynamics, explosion dynamics, are subtopics of fire science. The listing of those topics in the
NFPA Preferred Definition for “fire science” are merely there as examples of the phrase “related topics” and not intended
to be solely definitive components of “The body of knowledge concerning the study of fire…”   See Committee Action in
Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  As with 1033-13 (Log 21), the submitter believes that a number of the topics listed under 1.3.8 are
redundant and can cause confusion within the fire investigation community.  I agree with this submission and believe
that by using the topic "Fire Science" you have already included the listed subcategories.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-18     Log #29  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
R. Keith Bell, R. K. Bell Consulting

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum as up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level: as they relate to fire investigations:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

Justification: The term "maintain" can be defined as "to continue or preserve in." The term up-to-date is
implied by this definition and as such is not needed.

The term "post-secondary" is not defined in Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. It is commonly considered that
post-secondary education is any schooling beyond high school. Section 1.3.2 of this document states that the minimum
level of education for this position is "high school diploma or equivalent." Training and continued study in topics
specifically related to fire investigations would provide the necessary knowledge in these areas. Additionally, the
knowledge needed should be related specifically to fire investigations as there are many aspects of these areas of study
that have no bearing on that task. For example, thermometry can involve the study of ocean temperatures or the history
of thermometry. As these areas are not relevant to fire investigations, the publication should be specific so that this
unrelated information is not implied.

The committee believes it is necessary that the fire investigator’s basic knowledge base be kept
up-to-date and beyond the high school level.  See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-19     Log #31  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Hazardous materials” without defining the
term. In its current form, this is vague and ambiguous and possibly redundant to Subsection 4.1.3, which requires the
investigator to have an ability to conduct "site safety assessments," and Subsection 4.2.2(A), which requires the
investigator to have, "awareness of the dangers of hazardous materials." If the section is intended to require the
investigator to have a knowledge of hazardous materials that differs from the requirements of Subsection 4.1.3 and
Subsection 4.2.2(A), then the section should be clarified.

To illustrate the vagueness of the use of the term "hazardous materials" in the current form of Subsection 1.3.8, a
non-exclusive listing of that term's usage in NFPA 921-2011 follows, along with references enumerated in NFPA 921
that address hazardous materials in some manner:

, 12th edition, 1997 edition.
NFPA 400,
Hazardous Substances Act (15 USC, Section 1261 et seq.)
Title 16, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1500.
OSHA Regulations (Title 29, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1910)
ANSI Z129.1, , 2000.
ANSI Z400.1, , 1998.
ANSI Z535.1, , 1998.
ANSI Z535.2, , 1998.
ANSI Z535.3, , 1998.
ANSI Z535.4, , 1998.
ANSI Z535.5, , 1998.
"The use or transportation of hazardous or explosive materials"
Safety clothing and equipment
"Chemical hazards"
"Safety in Off-Scene Investigation Activities"
The U.S. Department of Transportation's "public records regarding its programs to ... monitor the transportation of

hazardous and dangerous materials"
"The U.S. Fire Administration['s] ... wide array of fire service-based programs, training, education, and technical and

statistical information for ... hazardous materials...."
In addition, the 2008 edition of the NFPA Glossary of Terms establishes that the term "Hazardous Material" is defined

differently within the following NFPA documents: 1, 30, 307, 402, 1500, 450, 472, 473, 495, 853, 901, 1006, 1201, 1710,
1720, 1851, 1991, 1992, 1999, 2012, 2113, and 5000. In addition, the Glossary of Terms identifies definitions for
Hazardous Chemicals, Hazardous Debris, Hazardous Fluid, Hazardous Substance, and Hazardous Waste, each of
which appear to be of equal importance to an investigator's minimum knowledge of "Hazardous Materials."
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The committee believes that the topic of hazardous materials is important both to the safety

and competence of fire investigators, it is commonly understood within the fire investigation profession, and is
sufficiently defined by the NFPA Preferred Definition as directed in A.1.3.8 in referenced documents of NFPA 921,
Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, (including NFPA 400 The Hazardous Materials Code) as cited by the
submitter in his substantiation.  See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-20     Log #32  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain, at a minimum, an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8's inclusion of the text, "an up-to-date basic" is both redundant and
vague. It is enough to say that an investigator shall "maintain" knowledge without also specifying that the knowledge
shall be "up to date". Also, it is enough to specify the requisite knowledge as being "a post-secondary education level"
without also specifying it to be "basic knowledge," which is vague and possibly contradictory to the “post-secondary
education level” requirement.

Also, it is redundant to refer to the education level as "beyond the high school level" while also describing it as being
"post secondary education level."

The committee believes it is necessary that the fire investigator’s basic knowledge base be kept
up-to-date and beyond the high school level. See Committee action on 1033- ( Log #29) and 1033- (Log # CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-21     Log #54  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge concerning the study of

fire and related subjects (such as combustion, flame, products of combustion, heat release, heat transfer, fire and
explosion chemistry, fire and explosion dynamics, thermodynamics, kinetics, fluid mechanics, fire safety) and their
interaction with people, structures, and their environment of the following topics beyond the high school level at a
post-secondary education level:

(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

This is designed to bring required knowledge of fire science consistent with the definition of fire
science in NFPA 921.  While there are many ancillary and fringe sciences that can be utilized during the course of fire
investigation or subsequent fire testing, there is the potential for misunderstanding and overly broad interpretation of
certain subsets of the existing list of topics.

This proposal fails to include the multitude of other topics which a fire investigator must know.
See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I agree with the submitter.  If there is a mandatory topic that the fire investigator should understand, it
should be listed in the following chapters and have JPRs attached to them.  The largest number of comments related to
the document...and the most discussion in the fire investigation field related to the document...are related to the "13"
topics that had been listed under 1.3.8.  These topics, whether there are too many or not enough, seems to create the
greatest consternation within the field.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-22     Log #37  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology, as described in NFPA 921, Chapters 17 and 18
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Fire investigation methodology” without
defining the term "methodology." While resort may be had to the appropriate edition of

to determine the ordinary accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the
term is intended to have a specific meaning. The methodologies for "fire investigation" (as opposed to "fire analysis”) are
described in NFPA 921, Chapters 17 and 18.

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as indicated.  Add a
definition of Fire Investigation Technology to Chapter 3.

The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and
code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
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systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, is cited as the source of all of the topics
in 1.3.8.  Citing individual chapter numbers from any NFPA document can be confusing because chapter numbers in
individual NFPA document can change from revision cycle to cycle. Additionally, clarification on existing material within
that section was also edited and modified.  See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-23     Log #35  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools, as described in NFPA 921, Chapter 20

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Failure analysis and analytical tools” without
defining the term. While resort may be had to the appropriate edition of to
determine the ordinary accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the term is
intended to refer to the precise and unique definition given by NFPA 921 Chapter 20.

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as indicated.  Add a
definition of Fire Investigation Technology to Chapter 3.

The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and
code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
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framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, is cited as the source of all of the topics
in 1.3.8. Citing individual chapter numbers from any NFPA document can be confusing because chapter numbers in
individual NFPA document can change from revision cycle to cycle. Additionally, clarification on existing material within
that section was also edited and modified. See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-24     Log #27  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven J. Avato, Falls Church, VA

Add text to read as follows:
1.3.8* The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum as up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire suppression techniques and tactics

Fire investigators need to have an understanding of the tactics and techniques used to extinguish fires
and the impact these tactics have on the post-fire scene investigation.

The committee believes this subject is better addressed in the JPRs and not in the general
information section of the document. Refer to 4.2.5.

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I agree with the submitter.  If there are to be topics listed under 1.3.8, "fire suppression" should be one
of those topics.  How a fire is fought, especially the manner of ventilation, can have a tremendous bearing on how the
fire patterns within the structure are created.  By have a "basic"  understanding of fire suppression, the fire investigator
can better interpret the various fire patterns left at the scene.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-25     Log #28  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven J. Avato, Falls Church, VA

Add text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum as up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Criminal and civil legal concepts pertinent to fire investigation

Fire investigators need to have an understanding of the legal underpinnings of fire investigation. Right
of entry, chain of evidence, search and seizure issues are all key components in the conduct of a fire investigation. A
good working knowledge of these issues should be a goal of a professional fire investigator.

The committee believes the criminal and civil legal concepts pertinent to fire investigation are
encompassed within 1.3.8 (8) Fire Investigation. See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  If topics are to listed under 1.3.8, I believe that a "basic" understanding of "Criminal and Civil concepts
pertinent to fire investigation" is a mandatory topic that needs to be included.  Currently, "fire dynamics" and
"thermodynamics" are included as topics.  Each of these topics can be addressed through years and years of study at a
university, yet they are included as topics that a fire investigator should have a basic understanding of.  I believe this to
be more so true related to an understanding of how criminal and civil law affect the fire investigator.  I know of no case
that has been thrown out exclusively due to the fact that the fire investigator couldn't explain a complicated fire dynamics
equation.  I do know of cases that have been thrown out due to the fact that a fire investigator did not know or
understand the legal authority that allowed the fire investigator access to the scene or other issues that would potentially
violate the constitution rights of the subject who was affected by the fire.  If a fire investigator doesn't understand the
legal authority that he/she is at the scene for, the entire case can be excluded.
If there is to be a list, this is a topic that should be included.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-26     Log #30  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jason Karasinski, Wallington Fire Dept.

Add text to read as follows:
1.3.8* The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum as up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Electricity and electrical systems

First the deleted words "have and." If you maintain the required knowledge then you have it. The
deleted items seem redundant. The second change (14) Electricity and electrical systems. In general most state fire
investigation certifications do not require any additional training past the basic requirements to maintain a fire
investigation certification. Therefore, knowledge in this area should be required, this will then coattail into NFPA 921
Chapter 8 Electricity and fire and Chapter 17 "Origin Determination" and Arc Mapping. Not only do fire investigator's
need to understand electrical systems and how they operate, but from a fire investigation stand pint it is equally
important to be able to rule in or out a potential electrical causation.

While it is not required by the TC to have a Statement, they wish to include:  See Committee
Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-27     Log #36  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry, as described in NFPA 921, Subsection 5.2
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Fire chemistry” without defining the term.
While resort may be had to the appropriate edition of to determine the ordinary
accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the term is intended to refer to the precise
and unique definition given by NFPA 921 Section 5.2.

Change the texts order and numbering of the current sections 1.3.7; A.1.3.7; 1.3.8; and A.1.3.8 as indicated.  Add a
definition of Fire Investigation Technology to Chapter 3.

The fire investigator shall remain current with investigation methodology, fire protection technology, and
code requirements in the topics listed in section 1.3.7 by attending formal education courses, workshops and seminars
and/or through professional publications and journals.

Fire investigation technology and practices are changing rapidly. It is essential for an investigator’s
performance and knowledge to remain current. It is recommended that investigators be familiar with the technical
information

The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following
topics beyond the high school level: at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools
(14) Fire protection systems
(15) Evidence documentation, collection, and preservation
(16) Electricity and electrical systems

Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921
.  NFPA 921 is written on a basic level for competency in fire and explosion

investigation and updated on a three year cycle “to establish guidelines and recommendations for the safe and
systematic investigation or analysis of fire and explosion incidents” and “is designed to produce a systematic, working
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framework or outline by which effective fire and explosion investigation and origin and cause analysis can be
accomplished.”  As stated in NFPA 921 “[It] is not intended as a comprehensive scientific or engineering text... many
scientific and engineering concepts are presented within the text, the user is cautioned that these concepts are
presented at an elementary level and additional technical sources, training, and education may often need to be utilized
in an investigation.  The documents or portions thereof listed in this [document] are referenced within this guide and
shall be considered part of the requirements of this document.”

NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, is cited as the source of all of the topics
in 1.3.8.  Citing individual chapter numbers from any NFPA document can be confusing because chapter numbers in
individual NFPA document can change from revision cycle to cycle. Additionally, clarification on existing material within
that section was also edited and modified.  See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-28     Log #38  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Rudimentary Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 requires an investigator to have and maintain knowledge at a
post-secondary education level of thermodynamics. However, university courses in thermodynamics require the student
to have knowledge of calculus and the topics in thermodynamics courses include power and refrigeration cycles,
irreversible processes, and other topics that are unrelated to fire investigation. The section should be amended to
provide that the investigator have and maintain a rudimentary knowledge of thermodynamics.

The committee believes the first line of the text description of “basic knowledge” and the annex
item, A.1.3.8, is sufficient to inform the reader that a complete, detailed knowledge of thermodynamics is not necessary.
Use of the term “Rudimentary” is less definitive than the current text.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-29     Log #26  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven J. Avato, Falls Church, VA

Revise text to read as follows:
1.3.8* The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum as up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics

beyond the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry (Applied Metrology)
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

Thermometry is only concerned with the study of the measure of temperature.  Applied Metrology
includes thermometry as well as other measurement sciences (time, length, electrical power, etc.) used in society. If fire
investigators are to be required to understand the science of thermometry, they should not stop there but should also
understand how the various concepts of all forms of measurement as they are applied to fire investigation.

The committee believes that the term “thermometry” is sufficiently defined in the lexicon as well
as in Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 11th edition, “the measurement of temperature,” and the phrase “applied
metrology” has no definition in the Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 11th edition, NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and
Explosion Investigations or any other NFPA document.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-30     Log #33  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry Engineering measurement technology
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosion dynamics
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

In its current form, Section 1.3.8 places an unwarranted emphasis on knowledge of temperature
measurement. The standard should include appropriate emphasis on all manner of engineering measurements that are
pertinent to fire investigation as identified by NFPA 921-2011, including measuring pressure, weight, distance, velocity
(for gases and wind), flow rate, hydrocarbon gas concentration, odorant concentration of fuel gases, voltage, current
(amperes), resistance (ohms), and other measurements as the circumstances warrant. The requisite knowledge and
education is such that the fire investigator will be equipped with the skill and knowledge necessary to choose the right
equipment to obtain accurate data and to identify: faulty equipment; the manner of measuring ( , a basic
understanding of the electronics used in measurement); calibration methods; and assessing the uncertainty of
measurements (including measurement error).

The committee believes that a basic knowledge of thermometry is a necessary requisite for a
qualified fire investigator.    The phrase “engineering measurement technology” has no definition in the
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 11th edition, NFPA 921, Guide for  Fire and Explosion Investigations, or any
other NFPA document.  The submitter’s definition of engineering measurement technology in his substantiation is
covered in the other topics in the 1.3.8 list.  See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-31     Log #34  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
The investigator shall have and maintain at a minimum an up-to-date basic knowledge of the following topics beyond

the high school level at a post-secondary education level:
(1) Fire science
(2) Fire chemistry
(3) Thermodynamics
(4) Thermometry
(5) Fire dynamics
(6) Explosions dynamics, as described in NFPA 921, Chapter 21
(7) Computer fire modeling
(8) Fire investigation
(9) Fire analysis
(10) Fire investigation methodology
(11) Fire investigation technology
(12) Hazardous. materials
(13) Failure analysis and analytical tools

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Explosion dynamics” without defining the
term. While resort may be had to the appropriate edition of to determine the
ordinary accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the term is intended to have a
specific meaning. The term, "Explosion dynamics" is not defined in NFPA 921-2011, but the term is referenced within
NFPA 921 Chapter 21. Rather than attempting to define the term and thus place undue importance upon a portion of
Chapter 21 of NFPA 921, this proposal would provide that the investigator have and maintain knowledge of explosions
as that topic is described in Chapter 21.

The committee believes that basic knowledge of explosion dynamics is necessary.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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1033-32     Log #39  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The process of performing a fire investigation, determining responsibility, and, when requested, a failure

analysis of a fire or explosion.
In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Fire analysis” without defining the term. While

resort may be had to the appropriate edition of to determine the ordinary
accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the term is intended to refer to the precise
and unique definition given in NFPA 921 Section 3.3.59. The definition included in this proposal is simplified version of
the NFPA 921 definition that eliminates redundancies that currently exist between the NFPA 921 definitions of “fire
investigation” and “fire analysis.”

Add new text to read as follows:
The process of determining the origin, cause, development, responsibility, and, when required, failure

analysis of a fire or explosion. The process of determining the origin, cause, development, responsibility, and, when
required, failure analysis of a fire or explosion.

While the technical committee agrees with the concept of a definition for Fire Analysis it
believes the definition phrase should be different. See committee action on proposal 1033- (Log #40).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-33     Log #40  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The process of determining the origin, cause, development, responsibility, and, when required, failure

analysis of a fire or explosion.
In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Fire analysis” without defining the term. While

resort may be had to the appropriate edition of to determine the ordinary
accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the term is intended to refer to the precise
and unique definition given in NFPA 921 Section 3.3.59. The definition included in this proposal is identical to the NFPA
921 definition. A companion proposal is offered which simplifies the definition and can be used in place of this proposal.

This definition is the NFPA Preferred Definition.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-34     Log #41  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The detailed study of how chemistry, fire science, and the engineering disciplines of fluid mechanics

and heat transfer interact to influence fire behavior.
In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Fire dynamics” without defining the term.

While resort may be had to the appropriate edition of to determine the ordinary
accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the term is intended to refer to the precise
and unique definition given in NFPA 921 Section 3.3.61. The definition included in this proposal is identical to the
definition in NFPA 921.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-35     Log #42  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text to read as follows:
The body of knowledge concerning the study of fire and related subjects (such as combustion, flame,

products of combustion, heat release, heat transfer, fire and explosion chemistry, fire and explosion dynamics,
thermodynamics, kinetics, fluid mechanics, fire safety) and their interaction with people, structures, and the environment.

In its current form, Subsection 1.3.8 makes reference to “Fire science” without defining the term. While
resort may be had to the appropriate edition of to determine the ordinary
accepted meaning of terms that are not defined in NFPA 1033, it appears that the term is intended to refer to the precise
and unique definition given in NFPA 921 Section 3.3.67. The definition included in this proposal is identical to the NFPA
921 definition.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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1033-36     Log #19  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ronald R. Farr, Michigan Bureau of Fire Services / Rep. TC Deployment and Organization of Fire Prevention

Activities
Add a new chapter 4 on company Level Inspector and renumber the remaining.

The Company Level Inspector shall meet the job performance requirements defined in Sections 4.2
through 4.4. In addition, the Company Level Inspector shall meet the requirements of Section 4.2 of NFPA 472.

This duty involves the preparation of inspection reports, handling of complaints, and maintenance
of records, as well as maintenance of an open dialogue with the fire prevention staff, according to the following job
performance requirements.

Prepare inspection reports, given agency policy and procedures, and observation from an assigned field
inspection, so that the report is clear and concise and reflects the findings of the inspection in accordance with the
applicable codes and standards and the policies of the jurisdiction.

Applicable codes and standards adopted by the jurisdiction and policies of the jurisdiction.
The ability to conduct a field inspection, apply codes and standards, and communicate orally and

in writing.
Recognize the need for a permit, given a situation or condition, so that the need for permits are communicated

to the building owner and fire prevention staff.
Permit policies of the jurisdiction and the rationale for the permit.

. The ability to communicate orally and in writing.
Investigate basic complaints, given a reported situation or condition, so that complaint information is recorded,

the findings are forwarded to the fire prevention staff, and the complaint is resolved.
. Applicable policies of the jurisdiction.

The ability to apply basic fire prevention principles, communicate orally and in writing, recognize
problems, forward to appropriate fire prevention personnel when needed, and resolve complaints.

Identify basic fire and life safety hazards, given a fire protection, fire prevention, or life safety issue, so that the
applicable action is taken per department policy.

General fire and life safety hazards. Applicable policies of the jurisdiction.
The ability to apply policies.
This duty involves fire and life safety inspections of existing structures and properties for basic

fire and life safety hazards, according to the following job performance requirements.
Identify the basic fire and life safety hazards of an occupancy.

Basic fire and life safety hazards by occupancy type, Occupancy classification types;
operational features; and fire hazards presented by various occupancies.

The ability to make observations and correct basic violations, forward observations and hazards
to the fire prevention staff.

Inspect means of egress elements, given observations made during a field inspection of an existing building, so
that means of egress elements are maintained free of obstructions, easily operated, not locked and deficiencies are
identified, documented, and reported in accordance with the applicable policies of the jurisdiction.

Applicable knowledge related to means of egress elements, maintenance requirements of
egress elements,

The ability to observe and recognize problems, make basic decisions related to means of egress.
Determine the operational readiness of existing fixed fire suppression systems, given field observations, so that

the systems are in an operational state, and deficiencies are identified, documented, and reported in accordance with
the policies of the jurisdiction.

A basic understanding of the components and operation of fire detection and alarm
systems and devices.

The ability to observe, recognize problems, and report problems.
Determine the operational readiness of existing portable fire extinguishers, given field observations, so that the

equipment is in an operational state, and deficiencies are identified, documented, and reported in accordance with the
policies of the jurisdiction.

A basic understanding of portable fire extinguishers, including their components.
The ability to observe, recognize problems, and report problems.
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Recognize hazardous conditions involving equipment, processes, and operations, given field observations, so

that the equipment, processes, or operations are conducted, maintained and in accordance with the applicable policies
of the jurisdiction.

Practices and techniques of code compliance inspections, fire behavior, fire prevention
practices, ignition sources, safe housekeeping practices, and classification of hazardous materials.

. The ability to observe, communicate, apply codes and standards, recognize problems, and make
decisions.

Inspect emergency access for an existing site, given field observations, so that the required access for
emergency responders is maintained and deficiencies are identified, documented, and corrected in accordance with the
applicable policies of the jurisdiction.

Policies of the jurisdiction, and emergency access and accessibility requirements.
The ability to identify the emergency access requirements observe, and report deficiencies per

the policies of the jurisdiction
Verify code compliance for incidental storage, handling, and use of hazardous materials, given field

observations, so that applicable deficiencies are identified, documented,and reported in accordance with the applicable
policies of the jurisdiction.

Classification, properties, labeling, transportation, storage, handling, and use of hazardous
materials.

The ability to observe, communicate, apply polices, recognize problems, and make decisions.
Recognize a hazardous fire growth potential in a building or space, given field observations, so that the

hazardous conditions are identified, documented, and reported in accordance with the policies of the jurisdiction.
Basic fire behavior; flame spread and smoke development ratings of contents, interior

finishers, building construction elements, decorations, decorative materials, and furnishings; and safe housekeeping
practices.

The ability to observe, communicate, apply codes and standards, recognize hazardous
conditions, and make decisions.

There are no plan review job performance requirements for Company Level Inspector.

As chair of the NFPA TC on Deployment and Organization of Fire Prevention Activities during the last
meeting the committee voted to submit a proposal to add a new chapter dealing with Company Level Inspectors. Many
communities have been using company level inspectors to perform inspections for years. Company level inspectors
need to be recognized in 1031 and there needs to be jpr's established to ensure that some level of training is provided
to adequately perform these inspections. As part of the drafting of 1730 we wish to add a reference to company level
inspector and would like to have them included as part of 1031.

This proposal should not be part of NFPA 1033. Move to appropriate committee.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-37     Log #48  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gerard J. Naylis, Bergenfield, NJ

Create new Chapter 4 and 5. Move existing Chapter 4 and make it new Chapter 6. Renumber all
items in existing Chapter 4 with new number in Chapter 6 as follows:

New Chapter 4.

Protect evidence of fire cause and origin, given a flashlight and overhaul tools, so that the evidence is noted and
protected from further disturbance until investigators can arrive on scene.

(A) Requisite Knowledge: Methods to assess origin and cause; types of evidence; means to protect
various types of evidence; the role and relationships of Fire Fighter IIs, fire investigators, criminal
investigators, private sector investigators and insurance investigators in fire investigations; and the effects and problems
associated with removing property or evidence from the scene.

(B) Requisite Skill: The ability to locate the fire’s origin area; recognize possible causes; and protect the evidence.
New chapter 5

Perform a fire investigation to determine preliminary cause, securing the incident scene, and
preserving evidence, according to the following job performance requirements. This also includes functioning as part of
an investigative team under the supervision of a fire investigator.

Evaluate available information, given a fire incident, observations, and interviews of first-arriving members and
other individuals involved in the incident, so that a preliminary cause of the fire is determined, reports are completed,
and, if required, the scene is secured and all pertinent information is turned over to an investigator.

(A) Requisite Knowledge. Common causes of fire, fire growth and development, policies and procedures for calling for
investigators.

(B) Requisite Skills. The ability to determine basic fire cause, conduct interviews, and write reports.
Secure an incident scene, given rope or barrier tape, so that unauthorized persons can recognize the perimeters

of the scene and are kept from restricted areas, and all evidence or potential evidence is protected from damage or
destruction.

(A) Requisite Knowledge. Types of evidence, the importance of fire scene security, and evidence preservation.
(B) Requisite Skills. The ability to establish perimeters at an incident scene.

This proposal seeks to establish three distinct levels of competency related to the investigation of fires
and explosions. Within several NFPA standards, (e.g. 1001, 1021 and 1033) there are JPR's related to the investigation
of fires and explosions that assign various responsibilities to individuals who may attend a fire or explosion. Because of
the assignment of responsibilities by the authority having jurisdiction, a particular individual may have some but not all of
the responsibilities contained in the current edition of NFPA 1033.

Nonetheless, these individuals may wish to demonstrate their professional competency within the scope of their
workplace responsibility. By merging the JPR's from the aforementioned documents into NFPA 1033 and creating
multiple levels, individuals will be able to do just that.

There is an added benefit in that this proposal focuses on the preservation and protection of evidence at the scene so
that ultimately all parties with an interest in the outcome of an investigation will have the appropriate evidence to
examine.

The committee believes the proposal is outside the committee and document scope.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 2
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I believe that there needs to be "levels" for fire investigators.  Currently, we have properly training and
highly skilled fire investigators throughout the world.  We also have people that are given the job as an "additional duty
responsibility" who are not training to the level of the full time fire investigator.  We also currently have the vast majority
of fires determined by the fire responding fire officer.  In many cases, the part-time fire investigator and/or the first
responding fire officer have the responsibility to make an origin and cause determination.  These groups generally have
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much less training specifically targeted at origin and cause determination.  By creating "levels" of fire investigators,
those people would be better protected when they go to trial.

Additionally, numerous other current NFPA standards have "levels" including Fire Officer, Fire Fighter, Fire Inspector
and HAZMAT.  Creating levels for the fire investigator would not be out of line with the current NFPA standards.

NAYLIS, G.:  The committee believes that the proposal is outside of the scope of the committee because the proposal
deals with fire investigation rather than fire investigators.  I respectfully disagree.  We should be establishing JPR's that
aid the fire investigation community, particularly when the vast majority of fire investigations are done by individuals that
are not fire investigators or would ever meet the current JPR's in NFPA 1033.  In essence, we have created an
exclusionary professional qualification document.
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1033-38     Log #51  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Revise text to read as follows:

The fire investigatorvarious positions outlined in this standard shall meet the job performance requirements as
defined in Sections 4.2 through 4.7the relevant sections of this document.

AllThe fire investigator positions defined in this document shall employ all elements of the scientific method as
the operating analytical process throughout the investigation and for the drawing of conclusions.

Because fire investigators are required to perform activities in adverse conditions, site safety assessments shall
be completed on all scenes and regional and national safety standards shall be followed and included in organizational
policies and procedures.

The fire investigatorvarious fire investigator positions outlined in this document shall maintain necessary liaison
with other interested professionals and entities.

The various fire investigator positions defined in this document shall adhere to all applicable rules, regulations
and statutory requirements (criminal and/or civil) within the various jurisdictions with which they operate.legal and
regulatory requirements.

The fire investigator positions shall understand the organization and operation of the investigative team within an
incident management command system.

Duties shall include inspecting and evaluating the fire scene, or evidence of the scene if the
scene is no longer available, so as to determine the area or point of origin, source of ignition, material(s) ignited, and act
or activity that brought ignition source and materials together and to assess the subsequent progression,
extinguishment, and containment of the fire.

Secure the fire ground, given marking devices, sufficient personnel, and special tools and equipment, so that
unauthorized persons can recognize the perimeters of the investigative scene and are kept from restricted areas and all
evidence or potential evidence is protected from damage or destruction.

Fire ground hazards, types of evidence, and the importance of fire scene security, evidence
preservation, and issues relating to spoliation.

Use of marking devices.
Conduct an exterior survey, given standard equipment and tools, so that evidence is preserved, fire damage is

interpreted, hazards are identified to avoid injuries, accessibility to the property is determined, and all potential means of
ingress and egress are discovered.

The types of building construction and the effects of fire on construction materials, types of
evidence commonly found in the perimeter, evidence preservation methods, the effects of fire suppression, fire behavior
and spread, fire patterns, and a basic awareness of the dangers of hazardous materials.

Assess fire ground and structural condition, observe the damage from and effects of the fire, and
interpret fire patterns.

Conduct an interior survey, given standard equipment and tools, so that areas of potential evidentiary value
requiring further examination are identified and preserved, the evidentiary value of contents is determined, and hazards
are identified in order to avoid injuries.

The types of building construction and interior finish and the effects of fire on those
materials, the effects of fire suppression, fire behavior and spread, evidence preservation methods, fire patterns, effects
of building contents on fire growth, the relationship of building contents to the overall investigation, weather conditions at
the time of the fire, and fuel moisture.

Assess structural conditions, observe the damage and effects of the fire, discover the impact of
fire suppression efforts on fire flow and heat propagation, and evaluate protected areas to determine the presence
and/or absence of contents.

Interpret fire patterns, given standard equipment and tools and some structural or content remains, so that each
individual pattern is evaluated with respect to the burning characteristics of the material involved.

Fire dynamics, fire development, and the interrelationship of heat release rate, form, and
ignitibility of materials.

Interpret the effects of burning characteristics on different types of materials.
Interpret and analyze fire patterns, given standard equipment and tools and some structural or content remains,

so that fire development is determined, methods and effects of suppression are evaluated, false origin area patterns are
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recognized, and all areas of origin are correctly identified.

Fire behavior and spread based on fire chemistry, fire dynamics, and physics, fire
suppression effects, building construction.

Interpret variations of fire patterns on different materials with consideration given to heat release
rate, form, and ignitibility; distinguish impact of different types of fuel loads; evaluate fuel trails; and analyze and
synthesize information.

Examine and remove fire debris, given standard equipment and tools, so that all debris is checked for fire cause
evidence, potential ignition source(s) is identified, and evidence is preserved without investigator-inflicted damage or
contamination.

Basic understanding of ignition processes, characteristics of ignition sources, and ease of
ignition of fuels; debris-layering techniques; use of tools and equipment during the debris search; types of fire cause
evidence commonly found in various degrees of damage; and evidence-gathering methods and documentation.

Employ search techniques that further the discovery of fire cause evidence and ignition sources,
use search techniques that incorporate documentation, and collect and preserve evidence.

Reconstruct the area of origin, given standard and, if needed, special equipment and tools as well as sufficient
personnel, so that all protected areas and fire patterns are identified and correlated to contents or structural remains,
items potentially critical to cause determination and photo documentation are returned to their prefire location, and the
area(s) or point(s) of origin is discovered.

The effects of fire on different types of material and the importance and uses of
reconstruction.

Examine all materials to determine the effects of fire, identify and distinguish among different
types of fire-damaged contents, and return materials to their original position using protected areas and fire patterns.

Inspect the performance of building systems, including detection, suppression, HVAC, utilities, and building
compartmentation, given standard and special equipment and tools, so that a determination can be made as to the need
for expert resources, an operating system’s impact on fire growth and spread is considered in identifying origin areas,
defeated and/or failed systems are identified, and the system’s potential as a fire cause is recognized.

Different types of detection, suppression, HVAC, utility, and building compartmentation
such as fire walls and fire doors; types of expert resources for building systems; the impact of fire on various systems;
common methods used to defeat a system’s functional capability; and types of failures.

Determine the system’s operation and its effect on the fire; identify alterations to, and failure
indicators of, building systems; and evaluate the impact of suppression efforts on building systems.

Discriminate the effects of explosions from other types of damage, given standard equipment and tools, so that
an explosion is identified and its evidence is preserved.

Different types of explosions and their causes, characteristics of an explosion, and the
difference between low- and high-order explosions.

Identify explosive effects on glass, walls, foundations, and other building materials; distinguish
between low- and high-order explosion effects; and analyze damage to document the blast zone and origin.

Duties shall include diagramming the scene, photographing, and taking field notes to be
used to compile a final report.

Diagram the scene, given standard tools and equipment, so that the scene is accurately represented and
evidence, pertinent contents, significant patterns, and area(s) or point(s) of origin are identified.

Commonly used symbols and legends that clarify the diagram, types of evidence and
patterns that need to be documented, and formats for diagramming the scene.

Ability to sketch the scene, basic drafting skills, and evidence recognition and observational skills.
Photographically document the scene, given standard tools and equipment, so that the scene is accurately

depicted and the photographs support scene findings.
Working knowledge of highresolution camera and flash, the types of film, media, and flash

available, and the strengths and limitations of each.
Ability to use a high-resolution camera, flash, and accessories.

Construct investigative notes, given a fire scene, available documents (e.g., prefire plans and inspection reports),
and interview information, so that the notes are accurate, provide further documentation of the scene, and represent
complete documentation of the scene findings.

Relationship between notes, diagrams, and photos, how to reduce scene information into
concise notes, and the use of notes during report writing and legal proceedings.

Data-reduction skills, note-taking skills, and observational and correlating skills.
Duties shall include using proper physical and legal procedures to retain

evidence required within the investigation.
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Utilize proper procedures for managing victims and fatalities, given a protocol and appropriate personnel, so that

all evidence is discovered and preserved and the protocol procedures are followed.
Types of evidence associated with fire victims and fatalities and evidence preservation

methods.
Observational skills and the ability to apply protocols to given situations.

Locate, collect, and package evidence, given standard or special tools and equipment and evidence collection
materials, so that evidence is identified, preserved, collected, and packaged to avoid contamination and
investigator-inflicted damage and the chain of custody is established.

Types of evidence, authority requirements, impact of removing evidentiary items on civil or
criminal proceedings (exclusionary or fire-cause supportive evidence), types, capabilities, and limitations of standard
and special tools used to locate evidence, types of laboratory tests available, packaging techniques and materials, and
impact of evidence collection on the investigation.

Ability to recognize different types of evidence and determine whether evidence is critical to the
investigation.

Select evidence for analysis given all information from the investigation, so that items for analysis support
specific investigation needs.

Purposes for submitting items for analysis, types of analytical services available, and
capabilities and limitations of the services performing the analysis.

Evaluate the fire incident to determine forensic, engineering, or laboratory needs.
Maintain a chain of custody, given standard investigative tools, marking tools, and evidence tags or logs, so that

written documentation exists for each piece of evidence and evidence is secured.
Rules of custody and transfer procedures, types of evidence (e.g., physical evidence

obtained at the scene, photos, and documents), and methods of recording the chain of custody.
Ability to execute the chain of custody procedures and accurately complete necessary

documents.
Dispose of evidence, given jurisdictional or agency regulations and file information, so that the disposal is timely,

safely conducted, and in compliance with jurisdictional or agency requirements.
Disposal services available and common disposal procedures and problems.

Documentation skills.
Duties shall include obtaining information regarding the overall fire investigation from others through

verbal communication.
Develop an interview plan, given no special tools or equipment, so that the plan reflects a strategy to further

determine the fire cause and affix responsibility and includes a relevant questioning strategy for each individual to be
interviewed that promotes the efficient use of the investigator’s time.

Persons who can provide information that furthers the fire cause determination or the
affixing of responsibility, types of questions that are pertinent and efficient to ask of different information sources (first
responders, neighbors, witnesses, suspects, and so forth), and pros and cons of interviews versus document gathering.

Planning skills, development of focused questions for specific individuals, and evaluation of
existing file data to help develop questions and fill investigative gaps.

Conduct interviews, given incident information, so that pertinent information is obtained, follow-up questions are
asked, responses to all questions are elicited, and the response to each question is documented accurately.

Types of interviews, personal information needed for proper documentation or follow-up,
documenting methods and tools, and types of nonverbal communications and their meaning.

Adjust interviewing strategies based on deductive reasoning, interpret verbal and nonverbal
communications, apply legal requirements applicable, and exhibit strong listening skills.

Evaluate interview information, given interview transcripts or notes and incident data, so that all interview data is
individually analyzed and correlated with all other interviews, corroborative and conflictive information is documented,
and new leads are developed.

Types of interviews, report evaluation methods, and data correlation methods.
Data correlation skills and the ability to evaluate source information (e.g., first responders and

other witnesses).
Duties shall include the investigation of all factors beyond the fire scene at the time of

the origin and cause determination.
Gather reports and records, given no special tools, equipment, or materials, so that all gathered documents are

applicable to the investigation, complete, and authentic; the chain of custody is maintained; and the material is
admissible in a legal proceeding.

Types of reports needed that facilitate determining responsibility for the fire (e.g., police
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reports, fire reports, insurance policies, financial records, deeds, private investigator reports, outside photos, and videos)
and location of these reports.

Identify the reports and documents necessary for the investigation, implement the chain of
custody, and organizational skills.

Evaluate the investigative file, given all available file information, so that areas for further investigation are
identified, the relationship between gathered documents and information is interpreted, and corroborative evidence and
information discrepancies are discovered.

File assessment and/or evaluation methods, including accurate documentation practices,
and requisite investigative elements.

Information assessment, correlation, and organizational skills.
Coordinate expert resources, given the investigative file, reports, and documents, so that the expert’s

competencies are matched to the specific investigation needs, financial expenditures are justified, and utilization clearly
furthers the investigative goals of determining cause or affixing responsibility.

How to assess one’s own expertise, qualification to be called for expert testimony, types of
expert resources (e.g., forensic, CPA, polygraph, financial, human behavior disorders, and engineering), and methods to
identify expert resources.

Apply expert resources to further the investigation by networking with other investigators to
identify experts, questioning experts relative to their qualifications, and developing a utilization plan for use of expert
resources.

Establish evidence as to motive and/or opportunity, given an incendiary fire, so that the evidence is supported by
documentation and meets the evidentiary requirements of the jurisdiction.

Types of motives common to incendiary fires, methods used to discover opportunity, and
human behavioral patterns relative to fire-setting.

Financial analysis, records gathering and analysis, interviewing, and interpreting fire scene
information and evidence for relationship to motive and/or opportunity.

Formulate an opinion concerning origin, cause, or responsibility for the fire, given all investigative findings, so
that the opinion regarding origin, cause, or responsibility for a fire is supported by the data, facts, records, reports,
documents, and evidence.

Analytical methods and procedures (e.g., hypothesis development and testing, systems
analysis, time lines, link analysis, fault tree analysis, and data reduction matrixing).

Analytical and assimilation skills.
Duties shall include the presentation of findings to those individuals not involved in the actual

investigations.
Prepare a written report, given investigative findings, documentation, and a specific audience, so that the report

accurately reflects the investigative findings, is concise, expresses the investigator’s opinion, contains facts and data
that the investigator relies on in rendering an opinion, contains the reasoning of the investigator by which each opinion
was reached, and meets the needs or requirements of the intended audience(s).

Elements of writing, typical components of a written report, and types of audiences and
their respective needs or requirements.

Writing skills, ability to analyze information and determine the reader’s needs or requirements.
Express investigative findings verbally, given investigative findings, notes, a time allotment, and a specific

audience, so that the information is accurate, the presentation is completed within the allotted time, and the presentation
includes only need-to-know information for the intended audience.

Types of investigative findings, the informational needs of various types of audiences, and
the impact of releasing information.

Communication skills and ability to determine audience needs and correlate findings.
Testify during legal proceedings, given investigative findings, contents of reports, and consultation with legal

counsel, so that all pertinent investigative information and evidence are presented clearly and accurately and the
investigator’s demeanor and attire are appropriate to the proceedings.

Types of investigative findings, types of legal proceedings, professional demeanor
requirements, and an understanding of due process and legal proceedings.

Communication and listening skills and ability to differentiate facts from opinion and determine
accepted procedures, practices, and etiquette during legal proceedings.

Conduct public informational presentations, given relevant data, so that information is accurate, is appropriate to
the audience, and clearly supports the information needs of the audience.

Types of data available regarding the fire loss problem and the issues about which the
community must know.
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Ability to assemble, organize, and present information.

The fire investigation technician shall meet all of the job performance requirements
as defined in sections 5.2-5.7.

Duties shall include determining the legal authority to conduct an evaluation of a fire scene
and to collect evidence, establishing and maintaining scene security and scene integrity, assessing scene safety, and
inspecting and evaluating the fire scene so as to assist in the determination of the area or point of origin, source of
ignition, material(s) ignited, and act or activity that brought ignition source and materials together, to assist in the
assessing the subsequent progression, extinguishment, and containment of the fire.

Determine the legal authority for conducting a scene examination given the location, conditions, and
circumstances of a fire event and subsequent examination to ensure that evidence can be properly secured for
introduction to court or other proceedings.

Requisite Knowledge: Constitutional law, state statutes and ordinances, contract law, criminal and civil procedure,
agency and organizational policies.

Requisite Skill: Application of legal policy or precedent.
Secure the fire scene given marking devices, sufficient personnel, and special tools and equipment, so that

unauthorized persons can recognize the perimeters of the investigative scene and are kept from restricted areas and all
evidence or potential evidence is protected from damage or destruction.

Requisite Knowledge: Fire ground hazards, types of evidence, and the importance of fire scene security.
Requisite Skills: Use of marking devices

Conduct an exterior survey, given sufficient personnel, and special tools and equipment, so that all hazards
present are adequately identified mitigated to prevent injuries or other adverse effect, evidence is preserved, fire
damage is observed and documented, and all potential means of ingress and egress are discovered.

Types of building construction and the effects of fire on construction materials, fire ground
hazards, health and safety regulations and concerns, mitigation techniques and protocols, evidence preservation.

Assess fire ground and structural condition, observe damage from the effects of the fire, and
locate health and safety hazards

Conduct an interior survey, given standard equipment and tools, so that all hazards present are adequately
identified and mitigated to prevent injuries or other adverse effect, evidence is preserved, and fire damage is observed
and documented.

Types of building construction and the effects of fire on construction materials, fire ground
hazards, health and safety regulations and concerns, mitigation techniques and protocols, evidence preservation.

Assess fire ground and structural condition, observe damage from the effects of the fire, and
locate health and safety hazards

Examine and remove fire debris, given standard equipment and tools, so that all debris is checked for fire cause
evidence, potential ignition source(s) is identified, and evidence is preserved without investigator-inflicted damage or
contamination.

Basic understanding of ignition processes, characteristics of ignition sources, and ease of
ignition of fuels; debris-layering techniques; use of tools and equipment during the debris search; types of fire cause
evidence commonly found in various degrees of damage; and evidence-gathering methods and documentation.

Employ search techniques that further the discovery of fire cause evidence and ignition sources,
use search techniques that incorporate documentation, and collect and preserve evidence.

Duties shall include diagramming the scene, photographing, and taking field notes to be
used to compile a final report.

Diagram the scene, given standard tools and equipment, so that the scene is accurately represented and
evidence, pertinent contents, significant patterns, and area(s) or point(s) of origin are identified.

Commonly used symbols and legends that clarify the diagram, types of evidence and
patterns that need to be documented, and formats for diagramming the scene.

Ability to sketch the scene, basic drafting skills, and evidence recognition and observational skills.
Photographically document the scene, given standard tools and equipment, so that the scene is accurately

depicted and the photographs support scene findings.
Working knowledge of high resolution camera and flash, the types of storage media, and

flash available, and the strengths and
limitations of each.

Ability to use a high-resolution camera, flash, and accessories.
Construct investigative notes, given a fire scene, available documents (e.g., prefire plans and inspection reports),

and interview information, so that the notes are accurate, provide further documentation of the scene, and represent
complete documentation of the scene findings.
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Relationship between notes, diagrams, and photos, how to reduce scene information into

concise notes, and the use of notes during report writing and legal proceedings.
Data-reduction skills, note-taking skills, and observational and correlating skills.

Duties shall include using proper physical and legal procedures to retain
evidence required within the investigation.

Collect and label evidence, given standard equipment and tools, so that it is properly identified, packaged and
preserved for use in court or other proceedings
with the chain of custody is established, and avoid contamination and investigatorinflicted damage to evidentiary items.

Types of evidence, evidence collection and
identification protocols and evidence preservation methods.

Observational skills and the ability to apply protocols to given situations.
Maintain a chain of custody, given standard investigative tools, marking tools, and evidence tags or logs, so that

written documentation exists for each piece
of evidence and evidence is secured.

Rules of custody and transfer procedures, types of evidence (e.g., physical evidence
obtained at the scene, photos, and documents), and methods of recording the chain of custody.

Ability to execute the chain of custody procedures and accurately complete necessary
documents.

Dispose of evidence, given jurisdictional or agency regulations and file information, so that the disposal is timely,
safely conducted, and in compliance with jurisdictional or agency requirements.

Disposal services available and common disposal procedures and problems.
Documentation skills.

Duties shall include obtaining information regarding the overall fire investigation from others through
verbal communication.

Develop an interview plan, given no special tools or equipment, so that the plan reflects a strategy to further
determine the fire cause and includes a relevant questioning strategy for each individual to be interviewed that promotes
the efficient use of the investigator’s time.

Persons who can provide information that furthers the fire cause determination, types of
questions that are pertinent and efficient to ask of different information sources (first responders, neighbors, witnesses,
suspects, and so forth), and pros and cons of interviews versus document gathering.

Planning skills, development of focused questions for specific individuals, and evaluation of
existing file data to help develop questions and fill investigative gaps.

Conduct interviews, given incident information, so that pertinent information is obtained, follow-up questions are
asked, responses to all questions are elicited, and the response to each question is documented accurately.

Types of interviews, personal information needed for proper documentation or follow-up,
documenting methods and tools, and types of nonverbal communications and their meaning.

Adjust interviewing strategies based on deductive reasoning, interpret verbal and nonverbal
communications, apply legal requirements applicable, and exhibit strong listening skills.

Evaluate interview information, given interview transcripts or notes and incident data, so that all interview data is
individually analyzed and correlated with all other interviews, corroborative and conflictive information is documented,
and new leads are developed.

Types of interviews, report evaluation methods, and data correlation methods.
Data correlation skills and the ability to evaluate source information (e.g., first responders and

other witnesses).
Duties shall include the investigation of all factors beyond the fire scene at the time of

the origin and cause determination.
Gather reports and records, given no special tools, equipment, or materials, so that all gathered documents are

applicable to the investigation, complete, and authentic; the chain of custody is maintained; and the material is
admissible in a legal proceeding.

Types of reports needed that facilitate determining responsibility for the fire (e.g., police
reports, fire reports, insurance policies, financial records, deeds, private investigator reports, outside photos, and videos)
and location of these reports.

Identify the reports and documents necessary for the investigation, implement the chain of
custody, and organizational skills.

Evaluate the investigative file, given all available file information, so that areas for further investigation are
identified, the relationship between gathered documents and information is interpreted, and corroborative evidence and
information discrepancies are discovered.
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File assessment and/or evaluation methods, including accurate documentation practices,

and requisite investigative elements.
Information assessment, correlation, and organizational skills.

Duties shall include the presentation of findings to those individuals not involved in the actual
investigations.

Prepare a written report, given investigative findings, documentation, and a specific audience, so that the report
accurately reflects the investigative findings, is concise, contains facts and data that the investigator has identifed, and
meets the needs or requirements of the intended audience(s).

Elements of writing, typical components of a written report, and types of audiences and
their respective needs or requirements.

Writing skills, ability to analyze information and determine the reader’s needs or requirements.
Express investigative findings verbally, given investigative findings, notes, and a specific audience, so that the

information is accurate and information is presented in a clear, concise and logical manner with only need-toknow
information for the intended audience.

Types of investigative findings, the informational needs of various types of audiences, and
the impact of releasing information.

Communication skills and ability to determine audience needs and correlate findings.
in addition to the skills outlined in paragraphs 5.2-5.7, the fire investigator shall meet the job

performance requirements outlined in paragraphs 6.2-6.7.
The fire investigator shall coordinate the activities of the investigative team and manage

resources, so as to determine the area or point
of origin, source of ignition, material(s) ignited, and the act or activity that brought the ignition source and materials
together and to assess the subsequent progression, extinguishment, and containment of the fire. When the actual scene
is no longer available, the investigator should examine all available documentation and information that would assist the
determination of origin and cause.

Interpret fire patterns, given standard equipment and tools and some structural or content remains, so that each
individual pattern is evaluated in relation to all other patterns and that the mechanisms of heat transfer that resulted in
the development of the pattern are interpreted and analyzed in relation to the burning characteristics of the material
involved.

Fire dynamics, fire development, and the interrelationship of heat release rate, form, and
ignitibility of materials.

Interpret the effects of burning characteristics on different types of materials.
Interpret and analyze fire patterns, given standard equipment and tools and some structural or content remains,

so that fire development is determined, methods and effects of suppression are evaluated, false origin area patterns are
recognized, and all areas of origin are correctly identified.

Fire behavior and spread based on fire chemistry, fire dynamics, and physics, fire
suppression effects, building construction.

Interpret variations of fire patterns on different materials with consideration given to heat release
rate, form, and ignitibility; distinguish impact of different types of fuel loads; evaluate fuel trails; and analyze and
synthesize information.

Reconstruct the area of origin, given standard and, if needed, special equipment and tools as well as sufficient
personnel, so that all protected areas and fire patterns are identified and correlated to contents or structural remains,
items potentially critical to cause determination and photo documentation are returned to their prefire location, and the
area(s) or point(s) of origin is discovered.

The effects of fire on different types of material and the importance and uses of
reconstruction.

Examine all materials to determine the effects of fire, identify and distinguish among different
types of fire-damaged contents, and return materials to their original position using protected areas and fire patterns.

Inspect the performance of building systems, including detection, suppression, HVAC, utilities, and building
compartmentation, given standard and special equipment and tools, so that a determination can be made as to the need
for expert resources, an operating system’s impact on fire growth and spread is considered in identifying origin areas,
defeated and/or failed systems are identified, and the system’s potential as a fire cause is recognized.

Different types of detection, suppression, HVAC, utility, and building compartmentation
such as fire walls and fire doors; types of expert resources for building systems; the impact of fire on various systems;
common methods used to defeat a system’s functional capability; and types of failures.

Determine the system’s operation and its effect on the fire; identify alterations to, and failure
indicators of, building systems; and evaluate the impact of suppression efforts on building systems.
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Discriminate the effects of explosions from other types of damage, given standard equipment and tools, so that

an explosion is identified and its evidence is preserved.
Different types of explosions and their causes, characteristics of an explosion, and the

difference between low- and high-order explosions.
Identify explosive effects on glass, walls, foundations, and other building materials; distinguish

between low- and high-order explosion effects; and analyze damage to document the blast zone and origin.
. Duties shall include the utilization of advanced techniques in diagramming and

measuring the scene, photography, and taking field notes to be used to compile a final report.
Utilize proper procedures to identify and document victims and fatalities, given a protocol and appropriate

personnel, so that all information is preserved and the protocol procedures are followed.
. Types of evidence associated with fire victims and fatalites, processing methods of fire

victims and fatalities
. Observational skills and abilities to apply protocols to a given situation

Identify, document and measure the fire scene, given standard or special tools and equipment, so that the scene
can be properly diagrammed in computer aided drafting equipment and used in advanced analysis, including fire
modeling

. Measurement procedures and protocols, commonly used symbols and legends, formats for
diagramming scene

Ability to utilize measuring devices, ability to use computer software systems
Duties shall include using proper physical and legal procedures to identify,

collect, retain and examine evidence required within the investigation in accordance with proper policies, procedures
and legal guidelines.

Utilize proper procedures for managing victims and fatalities, given a protocol and appropriate personnel, so that
all evidence is discovered and preserved and the protocol procedures are followed.

Types of evidence associated with fire victims and fatalities and evidence preservation
methods.

Observational skills and the ability to apply protocols to given situations.
Locate, collect, and package evidence, given standard or special tools and equipment and evidence collection

materials, so that evidence is identified, preserved, collected, and packaged to avoid contamination and
investigatorinflicted damage and the chain of custody is established.

Types of evidence, authority requirements, impact of removing evidentiary items on civil or
criminal proceedings (exclusionary or fire-cause supportive evidence), types, capabilities, and limitations of standard
and special tools used to locate evidence, types of laboratory tests available, packaging techniques and materials, and
impact of evidence collection on the investigation.

Ability to recognize different types of evidence and determine whether evidence is critical to the
investigation.

Select evidence for analysis given all information from the investigation, so that items for analysis support
specific investigation needs.

Purposes for submitting items for analysis, types of analytical services available, and
capabilities and limitations of the services performing the analysis.

Evaluate the fire incident to determine forensic, engineering, or laboratory needs.
Duties shall include obtaining information regarding the overall fire investigation from others through

verbal communication so that responsibility can be assigned.
Develop an interview plan, given no special tools or equipment, so that the plan reflects a strategy to further

determine the fire cause and affix responsibility and includes a relevant questioning strategy for each individual to be
interviewed that promotes the efficient use of the investigator’s time.

Persons who can provide information that furthers the fire cause determination or the
affixing of responsibility, types of questions that are
pertinent and efficient to ask of different information sources (first responders, neighbors, witnesses, suspects, and so
forth), and pros and cons of interviews versus document gathering.

Planning skills, development of focused questions for specific individuals, and evaluation of
existing file data to help develop questions and fill investigative gaps.

Conduct interviews, given incident information, so that pertinent information is obtained, follow-up questions are
asked, responses to all questions are elicited, and the response to each question is documented accurately.

Types of interviews, personal information needed for proper documentation or follow-up,
documenting methods and tools, and types of nonverbal communications and their meaning.

Adjust interviewing strategies based on deductive reasoning, interpret verbal and nonverbal
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communications, apply legal requirements applicable, and exhibit strong listening skills.

Duties shall include the investigation of all factors beyond the fire scene at the time of
the origin and cause determination including efforts to determine and assign responsibility.

Coordinate expert resources, given the investigative file, reports, and documents, so that the expert’s
competencies are matched to the specific investigation needs, financial expenditures are justified, and utilization clearly
furthers the investigative goals of determining cause or affixing responsibility.

How to assess one’s own expertise, qualification to be called for expert testimony, types of
expert resources (e.g., forensic, CPA, polygraph, financial, human behavior disorders, and engineering), and methods to
identify expert resources.

Apply expert resources to further the investigation by networking with other investigators to
identify experts, questioning experts relative to their qualifications, and developing a utilization plan for use of expert
resources.

Establish evidence as to motive and/or opportunity, given an incendiary fire, so that the evidence is supported by
documentation and meets the evidentiary requirements of the jurisdiction.

Types of motives common to incendiary fires, methods used to discover opportunity, and
human behavioral patterns relative to fire-setting.

Financial analysis, records gathering and analysis, interviewing, and interpreting fire scene
information and evidence for relationship to motive and/or opportunity.

Formulate an opinion concerning origin, cause, or responsibility for the fire, given all investigative findings, so
that the opinion regarding origin, cause, or responsibility for a fire is supported by the data, facts, records, reports,
documents, and evidence.

Analytical methods and procedures (e.g., hypothesis development and testing, systems
analysis, time lines, link analysis, fault tree analysis, and data reduction matrixing).

Analytical and assimilation skills.
Duties shall include the presentation of findings to those individuals not involved in the actual

investigations and includes the recording of opinions with proper supporting justification.
Prepare a written report, given investigative findings, documentation, and a specific audience, so that the report

accurately reflects the investigative findings, is concise, expresses the investigator’s opinion, contains facts and data
that the investigator relies on in rendering an opinion, contains the reasoning of the investigator by which each opinion
was reached, and meets the needs or requirements of the intended audience(s).

Elements of writing, typical components of a written report, and types of audiences and
their respective needs or requirements.

Writing skills, ability to analyze information and determine the reader’s needs or requirements.
Testify during legal proceedings, given investigative findings, contents of reports, and consultation with legal

counsel, so that all pertinent investigative information and evidence are presented clearly and accurately and the
investigator’s demeanor and attire are appropriate to the proceedings.

Types of investigative findings, types of legal proceedings, professional demeanor
requirements, and an understanding of due process and legal proceedings.

Communication and listening skills and ability to differentiate facts from opinion and determine
accepted procedures, practices, and etiquette during legal proceedings.

This recommendation is to establish a tier of performance levels, providing for a progressive career
development track for the position of fire investigator. It allows for the meeting of established interim milestones while
clearly moving toward the full performance level of the fire investigator position and is consistent with the developmental
hierarchy or levels of job performance requirements outlined in other NFPA Standards.

The committee believes the proposal is outside the committee and document scope.

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I believe that there needs to be "levels" for fire investigators.  Currently, we have properly training and
highly skilled fire investigators throughout the world.  We also have people that are given the job as an "additional duty
responsibility" who are not training to the level of the full time fire investigator.  We also currently have the vast majority
of fires determined by the fire responding fire officer.  In many cases, the part-time fire investigator and/or the first
responding fire officer have the responsibility to make an origin and cause determination.  These groups generally have
much less training specifically targeted at origin and cause determination.  By creating "levels" of fire investigators,
those people would be better protected when they go to trial.
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Additionally, numerous other current NFPA standards have "levels" including Fire Officer, Fire Fighter, Fire Inspector
and HAZMAT.  Creating levels for the fire investigator would not be out of line with the current NFPA standards.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-39     Log #2  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tyler Drage, Loveland Fire & Rescue - Fire Prevention Bureau

Revise text to read as follows:
The fire investigator shall apply all elements of the a systematic approach and a scientific method as the operating

analytical processes throughout the investigation and for the drawing of conclusions.
There is nothing in any field of science that is defined as "The Scientific Method." Rather, the field of

science in general, and forensic science in particular, follows a systematic approach and a scientific method in reaching
conclusions. By the wording in this section of NFPA 1033, the document is holding fire investigators to a standard that
truly does not exist in the field of science.

The American Heritage Dictionary defines "scientific method" as "The principles and empirical processes of discovery
and demonstration considered characteristic of or necessary for scientific investigation, generally involving the
observation of phenomena, the formulation of a hypothesis concerning the phenomena, experimentation to demonstrate
the truth or falseness of the hypothesis, and a conclusion that validates or modifies the hypothesis." This is the method
employed by fire investigators.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The definition of the "scientific method" can be found in the NFPA Preferred Definition.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-40     Log #53  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Revise text to read as follows:
Duties shall include inspecting and evaluating the fire scene, or evidence of the scene

conducting a comprehensive review of documentation generated during the original examination of the scene if the
scene is no longer available, so as to determine the area or point of origin, source of ignition, material(s) ignited, and act
or activity that brought ignition source and materials together and to assess the subsequent progression,
extinguishment, and containment of the fire.

The new language adds clarity as to what should be examined when the scene is not otherwise
available by replacing evidence with documentation.

Duties shall include inspecting and evaluating the fire scene, or evidence of the scene, and/or conducting a
comprehensive review of documentation generated during the examination(s) of the scene if the scene is no longer
available, so as to determine the area or point of origin, source of ignition, material(s) ignited, and act or activity that
brought ignition source and materials together and to assess the subsequent progression, extinguishment, and
containment of the fire.

The committee agrees with the concept of the proposals and added additional information for
clarity.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-41     Log #1  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ross Brogan, GWB Forensic

Revise text to read as follows:
Conduct an exterior survey, given standard equipment and tools, so that evidence is identified and can be preserved,

fire damage is interpreted, hazards are identified to avoid injuries, accessibility to the property is determined, and all
potential means of ingress and egress are discovered.

The inclusion of this identifier links the section 4.2.2 to the wording contained within 4.2.3 and makes
this area of identifying evidence uniform throughout this section. In 4.2.2 it is not made clear that evidence has to be
identified first, just that is has to be preserved--without identification it is difficult to ascertain what is to be preserved.

Revise text to read as follows:
Conduct an exterior survey, given standard equipment and tools, so that evidence is identified and preserved, fire
damage is interpreted, hazards are identified to avoid injuries, accessibility to the property is determined, and all
potential means of ingress and egress are discovered.

The committee agrees with the concept but clarified the intent.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-42     Log #8  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Monty Messenger, Calif. Dept. of Forestry & Fire Protection

Add text to read as follows:
"Conduct an exterior perimeter survey,..."

Not all fires are structure fires as this section seems to imply.  I feel the exterior perimeter survey to be
more accurate at what we do as fire investigators.  We are also looking at areas other than the fire damaged ones to
correlate, if any, involvement of other  influences or forces in the cause of the fire.

The committee believes the current wording is adequate and is not limited to structure fires.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-43     Log #43  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
The types of building construction and the effects of fire on construction materials, types of

evidence  commonly found in the perimeter, evidence preservation methods, the effects of fire suppression, fire
behavior and spread, fire patterns, and a basic awareness of the dangers of hazardous materials.

The term, “basic” is not defined in NFPA 1033. The definition of “basic” in the appropriate edition of the
edition of which is used to determine the ordinary accepted meaning of terms
that are not defined in NFPA 1033, is vague. On balance, it is unnecessary to employ the term “basic” in this section.

The committee feels the language is adequate.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-44     Log #9  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Monty Messenger, Calif. Dept. of Forestry & Fire Protection

Revise text to read as follows:
"Conduct an (interior) inner perimeter survey,..."

Not all fires are structure fires as this section seems to imply.  I feel the inner perimeter survey
language more appropriate to all fires (wildland, vehicle, and structure). The perimeter can be further defined if needed
(such as the external boundary of the structure walls) for clarification purposes, depending on the fire type.

The committee believes the current wording is adequate and is not limited to structure fires.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-45     Log #50  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Revise text to read as follows:
Interpret fire patterns, given standard equipment and tools and some structural or content remains, so that each

individual pattern is evaluated with respect to the burning characteristics of the material involved; and each pattern
evaluated in context and relationship with all patterns observed and the mechanisms of heat transfer that lead to the
formation of the pattern.

This is a more accurate statement regarding the interpretation of patterns and more consistent with
NFPA 921 and other authoritative text and treatises.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-46     Log #44  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
Basic understanding of ignition processes, characteristics of ignition sources, and ease of

ignition of fuels; debris-layering techniques; use of tools and equipment during the debris search; types of fire cause
evidence commonly found in various degrees of damage; and  evidence-gathering methods and documentation.

The term, “basic” is not defined in NFPA 1033. The definition of “basic” in the appropriate edition of the
edition of which is used to determine the ordinary accepted meaning of terms
that are not defined in NFPA 1033, is vague. On balance, it is unnecessary to employ the term “basic” in this section.

The committee feels the language is adequate.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-47     Log #6  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lancelot E. Furber, Donan Engineering Co., Inc.

Add new text to read as follows:
Commonly used symbols and legends that clarify the diagram, types of evidence and patterns that need to be

documented, and formats for diagramming the scene. (Annex ?)
I have seen different "commonly used symbols" being used for the identification of the same item

and/or location. An Annex should be added, to NFPA 1033 and/or NFPA 921, to define and identify the commonly used
symbols, that are acceptable to our industry, involving fire investigations and scene documentation.

The submitter offers no suggested language for the annex.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-48     Log #45  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
  (B) Requisite Skills.  Ability to sketch the scene, basic rudimentary drafting skills, and evidence recognition and
observational skills.

The term, “basic” is not defined in NFPA 1033. The definition of “basic” in the appropriate edition of the
edition of which is used to determine the ordinary accepted meaning of terms
that are not defined in NFPA 1033, is vague. On balance, it is unnecessary to employ the term “basic” in this section.
“Rudimentary” is the better term.

The committee believes the existing text is clear.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-49     Log #3  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tyler Drage, Loveland Fire & Rescue - Fire Prevention Bureau

Revise text to read as follows:
Duties shall include using proper physical and legal procedures to retain identify, document, collect and preserve

evidence required within the investigation.
The job of the fire investigator is not simply to "retain" evidence. Rather, our responsibility is to adhere

to nationally recognized guidelines, methods and procedures for the identification, documentation, collection and
preservation of evidence for laboratory analyses, further investigations and court proceedings, including but not limited
to NFPA 921 and American Society for Testing and Materials standards E860, E1188 and E1459. Establishing this JPR
as simply to "retain" evidence creates the opportunity for misunderstanding and failure of the investigator to adhere to
the numerous rules, standards, and guidelines that must be followed through all stages of the life of that evidence.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-50     Log #49  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Revise text to read as follows:
Locate, collect, label, package and store evidence, given standard or special and tools and equipment and

evidence collection materials, so that it is properly identified, preserved, collected, packaged and stored for use in
testing, court or other proceedings and examinations, ensuring cross contamination and investigator-inflicted damage to
evidentiary items is avoided and the chain of custody is established.

This new language adds clarity for the protocols for collecting evidence and extends the guidance to
labeling and storing which is consistent with other guiding documents.

Revise text to read as follows:
Locate, document, collect, label, package and store evidence, given standard or special and tools and equipment

and evidence collection materials, so that it is properly identified, preserved, collected, packaged and stored for use in
testing, legal or other proceedings and examinations, ensuring cross contamination and investigator-inflicted damage to
evidentiary items is avoided and the chain of custody is established.

The committee agrees with the concept and has added language for clarification.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-51     Log #52  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Delete text to read as follows:
Conduct public informational presentations, given relevant data, so that information is accurate, is appropriate to

the audience, and clearly supports the information needs of the audience.
Types of data available regarding the fire loss problem and the issues about which the

community must know.
Ability to assemble, organize, and present information.

Some aspects of 4.7.4 regarding preparing a presentation for delivery to the needs of the audience are
redundant with paragraph 4.7.2. Additionally public information presentations are not a critical skill necessary to conduct
competent fire scene investigations and should not be part of the core competencies. This skill set is more appropriately
addressed in the NFPA 1035 Standard for Professional Qualifications for Public Fire and Life Safety Educator.

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

MASON, R.:  This is an example of the different responsibilities of a fire investigator in the private sector verses the
public sector. The ability to present to and educate the public regarding the findings from specific investigations as well
as educating the public and governmental agencies on fire cause as it relates to public safety is a very important role of
the public fire investigators. Additionally the Fire Investigator must have the ability to share information and educate the
other disciples within there agencies i.e.: Prevention Personnel, Command Staff, Suppression Personnel, etc. In a public
setting after a major fire loss or fatality public outcry demands that a professional trained in fire investigation stand and
answer the community's questions. The private fire investigator community view is a very narrow one in regard to the
role of a fire investigator and does not take public education into consideration. I believe that this change weakens the
skill set for the public investigator.  To suggest that this section be addressed in another certification area places an
undue burden on the public sector for additional certification and training at a time when public budgets are already
strained to the breaking point.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-52     Log #56  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Add new text to read as follows:
Documents reviewed when a scene is not otherwise available should include incident reports, notes,

photographs, diagrams and sketches, evidence, witness statements, test results, laboratory reports and other
information that would assist in the determination of a point of origin, source of ignition and act or activity that brought
the materials together.

This new language adds further definition and clarity as to what should be included during a scene
review when the scene is otherwise not available for examination.

Revise and add new text to read as follows:

Documents reviewed when a scene is not otherwise available may include but not be limited to incident reports,
notes, photographs, diagrams and sketches, evidence, witness statements, test results, laboratory reports and other
information that would assist in the determination of the origin and cause.

The committee agrees with the concept but clarified the language.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-53     Log #15  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James Christiansen, Columbia River Fire and Rescue

Revise text to read as follows:
The intent of this standard applies to all fire investigation, including outside, wildland, (motor) vehicle, and structural

fires.
Adding the word "motor" in the proposed text will assist the reader/student to cognitively expand the

term vehicle to include such fire investigation scenarios as recreational vehicle fires, marine fires, and heavy equipment
fires.

The intent of the committee was not to limit the definition of vehicle.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-54     Log #46  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Revise text to read as follows:
Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921.

In its current form, Subsection A.1.3.8's inclusion of the text, "Basic up-to-date " is both redundant and
vague. It is enough to say that the information is available in the “current edition” of NFPA 921 without also calling the
information “up-to-date.” Also, it is unnecessary to refer to the information as “basic” when the Section 1.3.8 itself
describes the requisite knowledge as being "a post-secondary education level." Indeed, calling the information "basic" is
vague and possibly contradictory to being of “a post-secondary education level.”

The Committee believes that the knowledge should be both basic and up-to-date, and
disagrees with the submitter's substantiation.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-55     Log #47  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Roecks, Southwest Gas Corp.

Add new text at the end of the existing sentence to read as follows:
The requisite knowledge and post-secondary education recommended for engineering measurement technology is

such that the fire investigator is equipped with the skill and knowledge necessary to choose the right equipment to
obtain accurate data and to identify faulty equipment, the manner of measuring ( , a basic understanding of the
electronics used in measurement), calibration methods, and assessing the uncertainty of measurements (including
measurement error). This includes a knowledge of the technology employed in measuring temperature, pressure,
weight, distance, velocity (for gases and wind), humidity, flow rate, hydrocarbon gas concentration, odorant
concentration in fuel gases, voltage, current (amperes), resistance (ohms), and other measurements as the
circumstances warrant.

This amendment explains the meaning of the contemporaneous proposal to modify Section 1.3.8 to
include knowledge and education in “Engineering measurement technology.” This proposal identifies the skills and
education that are relevant to fire and explosion investigation measurements as described in NFPA 921 – 2011.

The committee believes that a basic knowledge of thermometry is a necessary requisite for a
qualified fire investigator.    The phrase “engineering measurement technology” has no definition in the
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 11th edition, NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, or any
other NFPA document.  The submitter’s definition of engineering measurement technology in his substantiation is
covered in the other topics in the 1.3.8 list.  See Committee Action in Committee Proposal 1033- (Log #CP5).

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-56     Log #55  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Schaal, Metairie, LA

Revise text to read as follows:
Basic up-to-date information on these topics can be found in the current edition of NFPA 921 as well as other

published authoritative treatises and documents related to fire investigation, fire science, and fire dynamics.
NFPA 921 is not the only source document that is available to help the users of this document garner

the necessary "basic up to date information" on fire investigation and fire science.  It should be clear that it is acceptable
(and possible) to use other text and documents as a source of self improvement.

The committee believes that NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, provides
the reader with basic up-to-date information. NFPA 921 also has lists of other documents that can provide the reader
with additional information.

Affirmative: 16  Negative: 1
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

HEENAN, D.:  I disagree with the committee and agree with the submitter.  The standard should list other references
other than NFPA 921.  Whereas 921 is a great source of information for fire investigators and anyone currently working
as a fire investigator should be utilizing it, 921 is one of many references that can assist a fire investigator.  By adding
the submitters addition to the existing sentence, "as well as other published authoritative treatises and documents
related to fire investigation, fire science and fire dynamics", I believe that the new fire investigator will be made aware
that there are other published data that may assist him/her.
I disagree that the fire investigator should have to go to a second source document to find some examples of additional
documents.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-57     Log #7  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lorne L. Brunner, EFI Global, Inc.

Add #7 Avoid presumption (IAW 921 4.3.7).
#8 Confirm and select final hypothesis (IAW 921 F.43).

The 1033 should be consistent with the 921.

Add text to read as follows:
#7 Avoid presumption (IAW 921 4.3.7).
#8 Confirm and select final hypothesis (IAW 921 F.43).

The new language conforms to the definition of scientific method found in NFPA 921, Guide for
Fire and Explosion Investigations.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-58     Log #11  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel P. Heenan, US Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives

Add new text to read as follows:
For additional information regarding evidence collection methods see, ASTM E 860. Standard Practice for Examining

and Preparing items that are or may Become Involved in Criminal or Civil Litigation.
Two other ASTM E standards are referenced in the annex of this standard. I believe that the addition

of ASTM E 860 will assist the fire investigator in better evidence collection techniques and allow the investigators to be
familiar with industry standards.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-59     Log #12  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Daniel P. Heenan, US Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives

Add new text to read as follows:
For additional information regarding evidence collection methods see, ASTM E 1188, Standard Practice for Collection

and Preservation of Information and Physical Items by a Technical Investigator.
Two other ASTM E standards are referenced in the annex of this standard. I believe that the addition

of ASTM E 1188 will assist the fire investigator in better evidence collection techniques and allow the investigators to be
familiar with industry standards.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-60     Log #CP4  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Fire Investigator Professional Qualifications,

Revise text to read as follows:
National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471.

NFPA 472, ,
2008 edition.
NFPA 921, , 2008 2011 edition.

19th 20th edition.
ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA

19428-2959.
ASTM E 620, 1997 2004.
ASTM E 678, 1998 2007.

Update reference material.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1033-61     Log #17  PQU-FIV

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James Christiansen, Columbia River Fire and Rescue

Revise text to read as follows:
International Association of Arson Investigators, (300 S. Broadway, Suite 100, St. Louis, MO 63102) (2111 Baldwin

Avenue, Suite 203, Crofton, MD 21114)
The proposed text reflects the current mailing address for the International Association of Arson

Investigators.

Affirmative: 17
2  Ross, R.,  Stein, H.
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